
Tarbes 2014 Race report. 

Race Advisors Report for Tarbes. 

  

Terry Scholley rang at approximately 15.00 Thursday and informed me that it was unlikely 

that the birds would be liberated Friday due to rain in central France and incoming rain from the 

west into England it was agreed to speak again at 05.30am Friday. 

 

 I rang Trevor Cracknell with this information and it was raining at Tarbes. I rang Terry at 05.30 

am and the weather was precisely as forecast the previous afternoon with thunderstorms in 

central France and incoming rain from the west into England. We agreed an update at 10.00am. 

I rang Trevor with this information and it was dull and overcast at Tarbes.  

I rang Terry Scholley at 10.00 am and was informed that there was no improvement in the 

weather in France and any improvement was not imminent, following a brief discussion it was 

requested by Terry to hold the birds over as the weather conditions were not likely to improve, 

we agreed to speak again at 05.00 am Saturday. 

  

I rang Trevor and following a discussion given the current weather conditions he agreed to a 

holdover, the weather at that time at Tarbes was overcast.I arose at 04.15 am to find that I had 

a missed call from Terry Scholley (22.30 I was in bed) informing me that there had been a major 

explosion in the vicinity of his property and his electricity supply had been terminated and as a 

result and he would not be able to offer any further assistance for this race.I immediately E-

Mailed John Tyerman to ask weather Steve Appleby would offer his assistance. 

 I rang John at 05.00am and he said Steve would be prepared to help, I rang Steve Appleby and 

he advised against an early liberation due to the severe rain in Northern France which has 

resulted in holdovers for all organizations, we agreed to speak again at 11.30am. I rang both 

Steve Appleby and Terry Scholley at 11.30am and was informed that there was no significant 

improvement and there would be no alternative to a holdover due to a frontal system in 

northern France, we agreed to speak again at 05.20am Sunday. This information was relayed to 

Trevor at Tarbes were the weather was perfect. 

  

Prior to speaking to Steve and Trevor I rang our own organization's convoyer who was at Messac 

and was informed that it was raining and had been continually from 8.00pm Friday. I rang Steve 

and Terry at approximately 05.20am and was informed the frontal system had not moved as 

anticipated and it would be doubtful whether we would be able to liberate today as the front 

was moving South East, we arranged to speak again at 11.30am. 

 

 I rang Steve and Terry at approx. 11.30 and they indicated that the front was slowly 

moving South East and it may be past Tarbes in the morning and both suggested that the birds 

were held over. We agreed to speak again at 05.00am Monday. 

  

I rang Trevor at Tarbes with this information we decided to hold over the weather at that time 

at Tarbes was sunshine and good visibility. Steve Appleby rang at 05.10 am and informed me 

that the front was nearing Tarbes and an early liberation was not feasible but stated that he was 

90% certain this would go through and we would be able to liberate early pm Terry Scholley 

concurred with these findings. Steve said he would ring again mid morning. Steve rang at 

approx. 12.00am and stated that the weather was getting better all the time with sun breaking 

through from the West at Tarbes but there were thunderstorms some thirty miles North of 



Tarbes travelling East and he suggested that we delay the liberation until 13.30pm to allow the 

thunder to get out of the way. Terry scholley rang with the same analysis. 

  

I rang Trevor where it was sunny and we had a discussion and it was mutually decided that we 

should liberate and the birds were liberated at 13.30 in a light Westerly wind and they headed 

North immediately. 

  

Many thanks to all concerned and a special thanks to John Tyreman and Steve Appleby who 

assisted us in our hour of need. 

  

Regards 

  

Paul Clements 

  

Race Advisor. 

  

 

The blue ribbon race of the 2014 has been and gone. Due to a stubborn set of weather fronts the 

birds had to sit it out and had an extended stay in the baskets, but after a 6 day stay in the baskets 

and 3 days after the hoped for liberation the convoy had the strings cut and they were up and away 

at 1.30 into a light west wind and plenty of sunshine. The race itself was less than straightforward 

and, put simply, the birds were slower than members expected and did not work up through France 

and across in to Britain as we had all hoped. It was clear by mid afternoon on the Tuesday that 

something unplanned had happened and the majority of the convoy had been stopped from making 

any progress and the race was following the pattern of the majority of distance races out of France 

over the past three weeks. Whatever happened, and general wisdom is that the wind swung to a 

north westerly direction and held and with it came more rain that did not clear away in front of the 

birds as expected. Rest assured that the race will be discussed at the next committee meeting to 

take on board the views of the members about what they think went wrong. Birds are starting to 

work through, but a lot of fanciers failed to record an arrival, and I include myself in that. This does 

not take away from the achievements of the birds that got through and each of these has the heart 

of a lion and have defied heavy odds to get on the result sheet. 

Taking the top spot for 1
st

 Section B and 1
st

 Open NFC is the Isle of Wight loft of Trevor Hazell. 

Trevor also had the distinction of having the first bird to be clocked in the race and his game little 

hen hung on to the top spot right to the end, which is not something that often happens in a 

national race. However the fact that she achieved this is testament to the type of race we had but 

more importantly it reflects the quality of the hen and the urge to get home that she demonstrated. 

Trevor could not be at home to await his entries as he works in the building trade and due to the 

prolonged holdover the birds were due on a work day – a problem encountered by many of the 

members, myself included. A bit of quick thinking was needed to come up with a plan B, so Trevor 

gave his daughter  Georgie and her boyfriend Sean a quick 10 minute workshop on how the ETS 

worked and how to verify a pigeon to the secretary and then Trevor had to leave to go to work. His 

good hen duly rewarded his confidence by arriving to be clocked and verified by his race team, and 

his daughter eventually phoned to let him know he had one but he thought no more about it. Some 



people say that ignorance is bliss and this proved to be the case with Trevor as he had no access to 

the internet so couldn’t track how the race was unfolding and it wasn’t until a club member phoned 
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the 2nd bird being provisionally placed 63rd open, so to have 2 birds out of 5 on the day and another 

1 one week later was also a big achievement. As stated Alivia-Rose was sent to Tarbes National with 

no mate and feeding a large young 'un as she wouldn't show to any other cock  and was very pleased 

to see him on her return and was jumping around the loft showing up to him - you wouldn’t have 

thought she had just flown Tarbes. This is the second National winner to the loft which used to 

belong to fellow Isle of Wight fancier Dave Woodhouse who won the Pau National in 1986, when he 

retired from pigeon racing Trevor had the loft from him and relocated it to his garden, I would doubt 

whether there are many lofts where different fanciers have won a national to. 

 
Feeding is very basic nothing special consisting of Countrywide seed, farm barley and farm beans if 

available as not many people grow them on the island now. No medication is given (at all) to the 

birds apart from yearly vaccinations. As distance increases they have been fed Versele laga 

widowhood and Gerry plus to give them the fuel to do the job. 

 

Trevor is quick to acknowledge how difficult it is to race on the island, particularly in terms of getting 

the birds fit and also getting them off the island for marking for the classic and national races. To 

help with the logistics the fanciers depend on a team effort mentality  and thanks go to Guy Reed, 

Eddie and Graham Rann for taking the birds over to race marking for the National, CCFC and BICC 

races.  

 

Trevor would like to thank his daughter and partner for clocking the national winner and also a big 

thank you to everyone both on the Isle of Wight and across the country who phoned or contacted 

him with their congratulations and best wishes - the phone never stopped ringing and it was very 

much appreciated. And finally a big thank you to Chris Sutton who came to the Island to take some 

wonderful photographs on a very pleasant evening for family, friends and Trevor himself. 

 

Taking bridesmaids spot in both the national and the section with 2
nd

 Open and 2
nd

 Section B we 

have the loft of Mr Andy Parsons from Salisbury. Andy is a household name in distance racing and is 

always on the result in any 500 mile plus race especially when it becomes a bit of a grinder which 

this certainly was. In these sort of races Andy usually has a clock full, from memory I think he clocked 

17 on the winning day last year and this year he had 14 on the clock - lets bear in mind that many 

fanciers failed to record an arrival over the 3 days of the race so that puts the loft performance in to 

the right context. Andy had sent 35 to the race and had only left 1 old hen and his yearlings in the 

loft plus a few earmarked for the following weeks race. This better than anything demonstrates why 

the man can fill a clock at 500+ miles on a 1000ypm day, he believes every bird in the loft needs to 

be tested at the distance and if you only breed from and around the survivors then you end up with 

a family of birds where the qualities needed to succeed at the distance are distilled, this is an 

approach adopted by many of the long time successful distance lofts, and it should be noted that it is 

these lofts that are to the fore in this Tarbes race – I am thinking of the likes of Bert Shepherd and 

the legendary Bush brothers.  

 

Andy races on the roundabout system as this helps to get the birds fit around home which is 

important as no training is given to the old bird team prior to racing. In the early races the birds are 

basketed with no incentive but they run together on return with any cock taking to any hen – a 

chaos system. Then when it comes to basketing for the distance classic races the birds get their 

partners the night before and are basketed from the boxes for the race. The hen scoring 2
nd

 open 

was sharing the attentions of her cock with another hen and both hens were keen to win his 

affections and tried hard to out do each other and this continued up to being put in the basket, and 

incidentally the other hen was also in the result. 

 

The Parsons loft has a similar no nonsense approach to feeding, with protein being the major 

element as Andy feels it is essential to build muscle. In the autumn he buys directly from the farm 1 



tonne of beans and half a tonne each of wheat and barley which is mixed together and forms the 

basis of the racing mix, then as the longer races in which he wants to compete Andy adds a moulting 

mix in to the birds feed as this provides the extra energy from the seeds to get the birds home from 

the distance races.  

 

The winning hen is a cross of the old established Cannon Burgess blood that is the back bone of the 

loft crossed with the deweerts from Mark Gilbert who Andy would like to thank for supplying his 

with top quality birds. Andy is in the process of improving on his old bloodlines and to do this he has 

introduced the Gilbert Deweerts for a bit of speed and also birds from Keith Bush to put a bit of steel 

in to them. This is at its early stages still but Andy hopes that if these 2 crosses can be combined in to 

the existing family base then he will have an improved team of birds to work from, although with the 

results he has then I think it can be argued the birds need very little improving. 

 

 
Andy Parsons holding 2

nd
 Open NFC Tarbes 

 

Claiming 3
rd

 open and topping Section A we have the loft of K King.  The superstar, affectionately 

called ‘the bitch’ is described by Kevin  as ‘always a bit on the heavy side and a bit big for my liking’  

as most of his delbars are, but it never held the big girl back from racing hard to claim her prize. She 

was self bred from G Matthews stock of Fareham, Kevin purchased 6 latebreds from Graham after 

someone cancelled an order and he just happened to be there, the right place at the right time. The 

Bitch is a difficult bird, unpredictable, temperamental, quiet but when you get her right she gives her 

all and Kevin knew she had huge potential if he could get to know what made her tick. She was raced 

on the north as a baby winning many club and fed positions then onto the south road with some 

good results, better at nationals and classic than club racing. Kevin lost her cock two weeks before 

Pau Classic so she repaired and could not go to Pau CSCFC, but he sent her new cock instead, he 

failed to return but meanwhile her original cock did and he sat the eggs as if they were his own. With 

the hen now sitting tight he slipped a chipping egg under her 3 days before basketing and it must 

have worked for her to record such as fantastic performance. She returned in excellent condition 

and Kevin would like to thank the NFC for taking good care of her and also well done to everyone 

who sent and clocked especially the winner Mr T Hazell and a big well done to Vic Wenables who has 

not been well and sent one pigeon to record 19th section B and 61st Open.  Last of all to everyone 

for their messages of congratulations.  



 

Mr and Mrs King. 

 

 

Claiming 4
th

 Open and also top spot in the very competitive section G we have the partnership of 

Wyatt and Gray.  The bird that brought the section glory in this Tarbes race is a 3 year old cock who 

was flown on the widowhood system and has come consistently in the 2014 season having 4 inland 

races and 5 channel races in preparation for the Tarbes NFC, so he clearly went without any 

questions to be asked over his fitness levels. Last year he was the lofts second bird timed in from 

Bordeaux so he clearly likes a bit of distance. His sire is a Jan Aarden bred by Louella pigeon world 

and the dam is a bird purchased from the late Keith Nethercott, a noted West Country distance flyer 

who had a reputation for hard day, high performance birds. The partnership feed the birds on farm 

grown peas, beans and cereals which they then mix to their own requirements and this is 

supplemented with a countrywide mix. This cock clearly thrived in the tough conditions on the day 

and used all the experience he has gathered over the 3 years he has been racing to get him to the 

front on the day. 

 

 
Wyatt and Gray, 1

st
 Section G 

 



Claiming the next two spots in the open with two birds only 6 seconds apart for 5
th

 and 6
th

 Open we 

have the Petersfield loft of Wearn Brothers and Neilson. This top team of racers have their care over 

seen by Jimmy Wearn and fly to what has been described to me as one of the best loft set ups in the 

country. This team is always near the top of the results and have no fear of competing against 

anyone in any organisation and at any distance. This is another loft that made it look easy when all 

around them were struggling to get an arrival, and this is a reflection of the quality housed and the 

skills of the fancier. The birds did the partnership proud and on a day when many failed to see an 

arrival the loft had 5 quick arrivals and then a steady stream back over the course of the race. I have 

pencilled in a loft visit after the Saintes race to see what makes this team tick and to get a glimpse at 

the athletes who are putting up the performances on a weekly basis. 

 
The Chambers Team 

 

Taking 7
th

 Open we have the Chambers Family who recorded an absolute stonker of a pigeon to be 

top of the heap in Section J and he must have come through some truly horrendous weather to get 

home and claim such a high open position. This is a partnership who I feel are one of the best kept 

secrets in the midlands when it comes to national and classic distance racing. Their winning pigeon is 

a cock bird now named "Dutch Thunder" given that he was timed in during the middle of a thunder 

and lightning storm. "Dutch Thunder" was sent to the race on the widowhood / roundabout system 

having spent most of the session racing on the natural system. He was paired up in February and 

sent to 3 inland races and one channel race with the Worcester fed flying approximately 335 miles, 

he along with the rest of the Tarbes team were then given one final inland race from 155 miles prior 

to basketing. ‘Dutch Thunder’ pigeon is from a long dynasty of excellent long distance pigeons. On 

his dams side he is a grandson of their MNFC diploma of distinction award winner "the Bergerac 

hen" who on four consecutive occasions was placed in the top 50 of the open MNFC result. Her best 

position being 2
nd

 section, 2nd open hens national (where she was only beaten by her own niece) 

3rd section sixth open 553 miles again beaten by her loft mate. This performance was made even 

more special given that only two weeks prior to basketing "the Bergerac hen" had also flown 660 

miles to secure 4th section 47th open with the NFC from Tarbes along with her niece who beat her 

into second position. The Bergerac hen herself is the daughter of their 1st section 1st open MNFC 

Bergerac winner in 1997 "the Dutch cock" who flew 14 a half hours on the day to win the national. 

To bread the dam to our Tarbes section winner the Bergerac hen was mated to a pigeon called "The 

Don". He Himself won 5th section 18th open MNFC Bergerac in 2005 and is the nest mate to their 



MNFC hens national winner from Bergerac named "triple seven" both the Don and the triple seven 

hen are children from the "Bergerac hens" full brother making them grand children of the 1997 

national winner also.  So, to summarize, this means that "Dutch Thunder" is the 4th consecutive 

generation to secure top national performances between 550 and 700 miles to the Chambers loft, so 

he was certainly bred for the job. 

 

On his sires side "Dutch Thunder" is also descended from top quality long distance pigeons this time 

from the loft of Dave Impett of Blackpool. The main pigeons in his pedigree being Katie's Star winner 

of 1st section 12th open and Lee's Star who won 8th section 19th open both from Tarbes and both 

flying 747 miles.  

 

3 of the 5 pigeons we timed from Tarbes this year are descended from their old Dutch family which 

originate from their good friend Win Cole of Middlesborough which were gifted to us in 1991 and for 

which they are extremely grateful. 

 

Claiming Bridesmaid spot with 2
nd

 Section A and claiming 8
th

 Open we have the loft of Bert 

Shepherd who is another name you expect to see at the top of the result in distance races. Bert has 

made this race his own with 5 or 6 1
st

 Section results in the bag and numerous other positions in the 

first few of the section and the light chequer cock who was the first on the clock from Tarbes this 

year has kept up the lofts reputation and strike rate. He had 5 on the night from the race and all 

were all widowhood cocks. Bert has a quality team of distance pigeons that are based on Ko Nipus 

birds bough directly from Ken and Marjorie Kippax in 1978 and supplemented these with birds 

selected for them by Tony Cowan when he was having an auction of direct Ko Nipus birds. More 

recently Bert has added to these from Jan Aardens belonging to his good friend Bob Short, Bert 

looked after Bobs stock birds whilst he was relocating to the West Country. All these birds, who are 

of a similar origin, were thrown in to the mixing pot and have been performance tested to produce a 

family of birds that excel on widowhood at the distance. Bert uses the Kippax widowhood system 

but has tweaked and updated it to suit his needs and time available. The widowhood cocks are 

confined to their boxes when not being exercised, and as incentive the hens are shown for a few 

hours on the morning of basketing for the big races. The birds are fed on a combination of Beyers 

corn, with some maple peas and conditioner seed being given in the evening along with a couple of 

peanuts. Bert is a big fan of Twister oil on the corn with brewers yeast and vitamin C powder added 

to dry it off. All of this gives the cocks the energy needed to be flagged twice a day and to compete 

in a series of long distance races. Bert is hoping to win the Pensioners Trophy for this Tarbes race as 

he thinks the men in front of him are all much too young to give him a run for it, and besides his 

names is already on it a couple of times. 

 



 
Joey Raeburn holding Alex 

Next up is a loft that lives for the distance classic races and has a hard won reputation in these 

events. In 9
TH

 Open and 2
nd

 Section G we have Joey Raeburn. I send my congratulations to the 

winners on winning a very hard Tarbes national. He timed his 5 year old cheq cock "Alex " who is 

bred from the very best of Mel & Sue Kings and Formula 1 lofts vandenabeeles. Alex has been 

a consistent race bird for the loft for a few years now, and showed his class early by winning 1st Sect 

C and 1st Open Lamballe BBC National young birds. He was timed from Tarbes last year winning 10th 

Sect G and 68th open. He was Flown on widowhood, as he has been all his racing career and his 

preparation this year for Tarbes was two inland races then across the channel having two from 

Carentan, 147 miles then on to Cholet with the NFC, 302 miles  to the loft, where he was the first 

timing winning 36th Sect G and a respectable  235th  open. Then in preparation for Tarbes he was 

home exercised around the loft twice a day.  The race team are fed on versele-laga superstar plus 

with Willsbridge no 1 added and Joey adds his own fat mix as the target races get closer. Joey would 

like to congratulate Trevor Hazell on winning a very hard Tarbes race. 



 

The Fagg and Nicholas team holding 1
st

 Section E Tarbes. 

Topping out the top 10 in the open we have one of the most easterly lofts on the result, and this 

game bird was good enough on the day to top the mighty Section E. The loft in question, Fagg and 

Nicholas also won the very fast Messac race last year with the same family of pigeons so it shows the 

skill of the fanciers and the versatility of the pigeons they house. The blue cock is a Frans Laermans 

and the partnership have become good friends with him since introducing the birds and get a team 

off him every year to race. The birds are primarily sprint- middle based but they are a very versatile 

and intelligent family of pigeons as the results are showing and they are starting to prove themselves 

to be real all rounders. He was flown on the widowhood system and the preparation for the race 

was a couple of inland races, one Channel race followed by 4 weeks loft flying and regular 25 mile 

single ups to keep him on his toes. The cocks notable previous performances are as follows: 

79th open BICC Agen 2012, 24th section E, 78th open NFC Tarbes 2013 and now 1st Section E, 10th 

open NFC Tarbes 2014 on a very hard day that certainly gave him no help to his location. 

The pigeons are raced on the new Versele- Laga Bordeaux Range - this is the closest mix they could 

find to the previously used  Ovator range (Ovator went out of business), and it really is a lovely feed 

and they are very happy with how the team have responded on it. 

 

The partnership would like to thank all involved in the race as although it was a hard race the cock 

came home in good condition. Special thanks to Steve Tilley and the team at the Rochester 

Marking station for doing a great job- it would be nice if we had a few more supporting it as the 

recent results have shown that good national positions can be claimed flying in to that area. 

 

 

 

 

 



Around the Sections 

Section C 

Top of the heap we have the loft of Mr and Mrs Hodges. The pigeon timed is a 2 year dark cheq cock 

breed from a pair of pigeons from Preece Bros of Abertillery, a top welsh distance loft so he was 

bred for the job that was asked of him from Tarbes. He had spent the season raced on the chaos 

system but was paired up by Gary in preparation  for this race and he was sent  sitting 10 day eggs, 

and this gave him the incentive to be up at the front. Food was also changed to garvo marathon with 

peanuts in readiness for the increased distance. Gary would like to thank John Halstead for taking 

the birds to the marking station. 

 

Mr and Mrs Hodges 

Runner up spot goes to the consistent Spracklen and Thomas loft. Neville's timer is his constant 

pigeon called Redder. He was the lofts 1st birds from Tarbes NFC last year winning 3rd in the 

Weydor specialist club so he knows his way home from there by now. This time he went 2 positions 

better, being 1st Weydor specialists club. This little cock is a son of Lisa Lou who is a daughter of 

Roger Lowe's my Little Diamond. The sire is Silver Fox, who is a son of Mark Gilbert's Sounthfield 

Pau. Reddar was sent to Tarbes on widow hood but allowed his hen the night before basketing. He 

was in perfect condition on arrival, although Neville never saw this as he was at work. However 

Neville did manage to get home in time to verify the bird. Neville would like to congratulate the 

winners of the race and also Mr Hodges on winning section C. 



 

Neville holding Redder with 2 of his loft helpers. 

Section D 

In the tussle for top spot in in the westerly Section D we have the loft of C and F Bacon claiming 1
st

 

Section D. The bird that we could say has brought home the bacon (sorry) is a very experienced 5 

year old cheq cock who has a host of successes to his name including 1
st

 club, 13
th

 Section, 170
th

 

open NFC Saintes as a yearling and then in 2 successive years, 2012 and 2013 he was runner up in 

the section – having been found in the loft in 2013. So it’s clear the cock likes mixing it with the front 

runners and an added bonus of winning the section this year is that the loft only sent one bird. He is 

bred from the old Barker bloodlines that were purchased from Michael Owen in Wales around 10 

years ago and worked hard to produce a team of reliable channel performers. The cheq cock was 

raced natural and sent to Tarbes feeding a 6 day old young bird which gave him the pull to get to the 

front and keep his lead. The birds are fed on All Seasons corn from Gem and are not rationed, having 

as much as they need for the tasks being asked of them. It’s refreshing to see the old fashioned 

bloodlines being raced in the old fashioned way, and to be seen to be holding their own with 

modern birds on modern systems. 



 

John and Jill Mc Clements, 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 Section D Tarbes 

Runner up is the loft of Mr and Mrs John and Jill McClements, who had 2 good birds to claim 2
nd

 and 

3
rd

 Section D. John & Gill Mc Clements, timed two hens, clocking them less than an hour apart. The 

first was a 3year old chequer, bred from a hen bought from an Elimar charity auction, donated by 

Donnelly Bros of Newry, Co Down, N Ireland. This hen went to Cholet and Tarbes last year but failed 

to clock in race time. This year she was clocked out of Carentan and Cholet plus two shorter inland 

races. On this occasion she was sent with 2 day old babies in the nest. 

Second bird was a 2 year old hen which had already topped the Fed from Bedhampton twice this 

year, plus clocking from Alencon and Falaise with the BICC. She was also sent with 2 day old babies. 

26 was bred from stock bought at a clearance sale in Tipton a few years ago of Niall Devlin of 

Banbridge, Co Down, N Ireland. Having lived and raced in Derry, John has always maintained that 

Irish fanciers have the best hard day birds. John & Gill have had several wins in the Plymouth Fed I 

the last 3 years but this result is their best performance to date. John and Jill used to live across the 

street from where  parents now live and competed in the same club as I did for a short time, so its 

nice to see them succeeding. 

Section E 

Runner up in this big section we have the loft of R and N Steptoe. The loft clocked in a 2 year old late 

bred hen who was having the first channel race of her life, and what a baptism. She was not raced as 

a young bird, had 6 inland races last year and this year was on widowhood, having a Yelverton race 

with the fed and a few midweek training races. She was paired up, put on an open loft and sent 

sitting for Tarbes but was obviously basket fresh. Neil realised a few years ago that you need 

different pigeons for the longer, harder races after thinking that he could get his well established 

and successful sprint/middle distance family by changing their feeding. His good friend Malcolm 

Parker provided him with some Southwell  pigeons and told him they would do the distance for him 

and how right he was, and Neil has come to realise that its horses for courses. The 2
nd

 section hen is 



bred from a Malcolm Parker hen who was paired on to the father of Neil’s 2
nd

 open NFC Carentan 

and they were patient with her as she was a latebred and this has paid off. The birds are raced on 

Versela Laga corn, with Superstar Plus being the corn of choice and this is supplemented with a little 

Gerry plus and energy corn in the last few feeds. Neil would like to thank Malcolm for providing 

quality birds who are doing the business at the distance. 

 

Section F 

Laying claim to clocking both the first and the last birds in the section based on the provisional result 

we have the multipurpose and highly talented loft of Lloyd and Kelly. The pigeon taking top spot is 

something special and I think he has a big future ahead of him. Eamon clocked a yearling cock to 

take 1
st

 Section F, and incredibly this young fella was still carrying a clutch of nest flights, but still 

came through on what many fanciers feel was the hardest Kings Cup race in 15 years. This cock was 

in a batch of 6 bred for Eamon by his close friend and idol Roger Lowe, and delivered to him at the 

basketing for Saintes last year so it makes him just over 12 months when he pulled this feat off at 

close on 600 miles. These were squeezed in to 3 short comeback races at the end of the young bird 

season. This year he was on widowhood and had a few inland races and went to Messac. He was 

repaired and went to Messac covering a nest. I have been told before by top fanciers that Eamon 

can do incredible things with pigeons that most fanciers would not even contemplate, never mind 

achieve, and I think this is a good example as I think most would not have dreamt of doing this with a 

pigeon that old.  Eamon has a theory that a yearling will have a go at any race and can often pull off 

a good result, However there was clearly faith in him and he did not disappoint. Despite his age and 

lack of experience he clearly drew on his breeding and heritage as he contains the bloodlines of 

Daniel Aerens who is one of the most successful and under rated Barcelona lofts in Belgium but does 

not seek publicity so is a well kept secret. Roger bred 6 of these for Eamon to try and if this is an 

omen of things to come then Eamon is in for a treat. Eamon would like to congratulate the open 

winner and all the section winners in the Tarbes race. 

 

2
nd

 Section F for Phil Badnell 



Runner up, claiming 2
nd

 Section F is the loft of P.E Badnell, who in pigeon terms is a close neighbour 

of the section winner living a few miles across the vale from Eamon. Phil is one of the most 

interesting fanciers I have encountered, and we had a long phone conversation during which it 

became clear that he does things a little differently. This has been forced on him because of 

persistent attacks by birds of Prey which almost saw him leave the sport. His solution was to confine 

the birds to aviaries for much of the year – often 8 or 9 months – with the hope being that the 

predators would move on as there was no constant and easy supply of food. This has allowed Phil to 

start racing a few birds again. The Tarbes cock is a 2011 bird, one of a small batch of 20 bred that 

year. He was not raced or trained as a young bird, and only trained as a yearling. His first taste of the 

race pannier was from NFC Cholet as a 2 year old followed by Bordeaux with the BBC. This year he 

was confined to the aviary until early Summer then put in to NFC Messac, being 2
nd

 to the loft and 

then in to Tarbes. The loft has a strong tradition of performing consistently well at the distance in 

the classic and national events and to do this Phil has developed a family based on birds he bought 

at the John Mc Claren clearance sale in the 1970’s and has added to this with the bloodlines of Dave 

Delea. These birds have been tried and tested to give Phil the family he has today. Phil 

acknowledged that the race this year was very hard, but drawing on his 64 years in the sport he  said 

it wasn’t the first and wont be the last and believes that it is good for the development of distance 

families as races of this nature eliminate a lot of illusions!! 

 

Section H 

Claiming top spot is the consistently high performing loft of Andy Smith who flies in to 

Wellingborough. Andy is a strong supporter of the NFC and works hard to put out a strong team to 

compete for top honours in each race. Andy clocked a 3 year old hen that is a cross of the lofts 

established Van Bremen blood with the Busschaerts of Alf Jones from Northampton who is known 

locally as the Quiet man. Alf has won all before him with these Busschaerts and has had them for 

more years than I can remember. The hen was sent sitting eggs which were close to hatching, but 

this wasn’t the original plan as Andy races all the birds on roundabout right to the last race. 

However, this year he struggled to stop the hens pairing up as the season progressed so decided that 

if they were going to lay it might as well be in a next box with their cock bird and be used as 

motivation.  The hen has impressive heritage with her father winning 9
th

 and 16
th

 Open in national 

racing and her other winning 3
rd

 open in the old hens national. She was lightly raced this year having 

only 4 inland races and 1 channel race from MNFC Fougeres with the aim being to send her to 

Tarbes fresh but fit and motivated. On a personal note it is good to see Andy succeeding at this level 

as he has very little time for the birds as he works long and hard and so any success that comes his 

way is hard fought. 



 

Andy Smith with some of his support team. 

Runner up is the loft of Mr and Mrs Raper. Their timer had to put in a real shift to get up to that 

corner of the section on a real working day, and is a 3 year old Blue Bar Chris Gordon/Brian Denny 

flown on the natural system. He is certainly bred right for the task asked of him and had the 

added incentive of the draw of the nest which must have occupied his thoughts during the 6 

days in the basket. This bird was 10th section Bordeaux with the Midland National last year. It 

was touch and go whether the partnership would send to Tarbes as the results haven't been 

very good this season and this knocked their confidence in the birds slightly and Ian thought 

they would probably struggle at 600 miles. However, his good friend Robbie Govier persuaded 

him to send, and Ian is understandably very glad he did as it has made up for all the other 

results this season. 

 

Ian Raper holding 2
nd

 Section H Tarbes 



Section I 

Moving on to my section now, and I can personally testify to the conditions the section topper 

raced through to get home as I was experiencing the same weather and it was severe. The 

honour of 1
st

 Section I goes to Mr and Mrs Ashfield. The bird to race home through the thunder 

and lightning and accompanying rain to claim 1
st

 Section I, 22nd open was a 3 year old blue bar cock 

who was flying widowhood. The sire to this bird was a pigeon purchased from J&T Barnett and 

Daughter from Telford and contains the old Ball bloodlines that John and his family race so well at 

the distance. The dam was off their own combination of birds which have evolved over 

the years being based on performance.  An aunt to the winning cock won First section I and 

Sixth open Tarbes National flying club in 2008, so he had a reputation to up hold. 

 

Section I winner from Tarbes 

2
nd

 Section goes to Max Hawthorne, and he is another fancier who does things differently but is 

starting to reap the rewards. Max is not a member of any club and trains the birds himself, and the 

only time they are in a race pannier and competing is in channel races at national level. I think that 

to be racing at this level to such a set up is remarkable and achieved in a short period of time. I will 

leave it to Max to tell us about it:  “I am a small natural team flyer with a 12ft x 5ft loft with an 

aviary. My base is young birds gifted to me by Wilf Flockart of Tranent of Scotland who won the 

Scottish National from Reims (549 miles). I have also had young birds gifted to me by Peter 

Oliver who specializes in competing in the NFC Pau / Tarbes, and is past runner up to Patrick 

Brothers and probably the one of the best long distance flyers in Europe- Brian Denney- 

also supplying me with young birds.It is only late 2011 that I decided to race from my own 

garden having assisted Peter Oliver for 2 years. My season started with a team of 12, 2 x 3 year 

old latebreds, 4x2 year olds and 6 yearlings.  The preparation for racing is totally private training 

with no club racing. The 2 and 3 year olds are 5 cocks and 1 hen. The 5 cocks were sent with the 

BBC to Carentan (217 miles) and Messac(321 miles).  The whole team was set up for last w/e July 

5
th

, sending 7 to the MNFC Acenis and 3 to the NFC Tarbes. Returns were 6/7 and 2/3. ‘James’ 



had 2 BBC races from Carentan (217 miles) and Messac (321 miles) in preparation, whereas 

Tarbes was the 1st race this year for ‘Ciara’, having only been trained privately. I have a young 

bird team of 12 young birds.” Max. Like I said, he certainly does it differently. 

 

Max Hawthorne with his grandchildren and 2 section Tarbes pigeons. 

Whilst looking at Section I it is only fair to highlight the performance of Keith Bush from this 

race. With only 19 birds clocked in the section on the provisional result the Bush team romped 

in to take 9 of these positions and I know from speaking to Keith he clocked another couple and 

by the third day he had 15 back. Neil is a no nonsense fancier who expects the birds to do the 

job asked of them and they don’t let him down. His approach, ethos and focus revolves around 

long distance channel racing and it’s in his blood as his father Ned won the Kings Cup twice on 

the North Road and Keith and his brothers Alf and Neil inherited and improved a family of die 

hard distance birds. Keith makes it all sound deceptively simple but you need to appreciate that 

the family is a distilled cocktail of old British strains that have had the duffers removed to leave 

a high level of ability and reliability. Neil puts a lot of faith in the ability of his team and prepares 

them for the task by feeding a high percentage of protein, which he sees as essential to put on 

muscle, and his mantra is protein/exercise/protein/exercise. He believes that good pigeons will 

win on any corn so has no worries about feeding farm corn, with birds having a mix of maize 

wheat and peas fed to them 3 times a day to appetite and beans always in a hopper. This system 

clearly suits the man and the birds but we cannot overlook the inherent skills that Keith 

possesses that allow him to put out a team of birds to put up the performances they do year in 

year out. 



 

The magnificent Freelands Gem 

 

Section J 

Taking runner up spot we have a real powerhouse of a pigeon being raced by Mr and Mrs Lewis. 

This cock has done all there is to do in racing and is a bit of a superstar and goes by the name of 

Freelands Gem. Despite his performance the partnership felt that they have let him down this 

year by not using the 6 p’s (Planning & Preparation Prevents Piss Poor Performance). I will let Bill 

explain: 

“ To explain why we feel we let him down he did not fly out until the beginning of May after his 

winter rest and rearing which left little time to organise his training & racing schedule. Training 

started and each time we had birds return split up and minus secondary and tail feathers until 

the penny dropped they were being attached by hawks. We moved liberation locations but 

still noticed each time they were liberated they were reluctant to leave the site and would fly low 

over the nearest building or village, it was then decided not to train as we have done in previous 

years but then found they would not leave the loft to exercise through fear of being out in the 

open and being vulnerable to attack from predators. Time was advancing quickly and we found 

we had no option but to send him across the channel to Carentan for his first race of the season. 

The birds were held until the Sunday but he arrived home safely and was sent back to Carentan 4 

days later for another cross channel flight.  

With the clock  still  ticking he had a club race from Portland with The Heart of England 

Federation and a training toss from Salisbury the week before the Tarbes marking for The National 

Flying Clubs Blue Ribbon Race and the rest is history as they say.                 



This is Freelands Gems fifth result from Tarbes being awarded a Certificate of Merit in 2012 (for 

three results in the NFC Tarbes race) also being the Ace pigeon from Tarbes 624 miles in the 

National Flying Club 2010-2012 . Jokingly we call our family of pigeons the Billy Ocean strain all 

sing along (when the going gets tough the tough gets going).  

Freelands Gem was prepared using Court Farm Feed of Sutton St Nicholas, Hereford. We use 

their Breed & Wean mixture for rearing followed by their Concert mix for racing with the 

addition of  Vanrobaeys Diet Extra & Snoepmengeling mixes supplied via Roger Sutton of 

Congleton our local agent. We would like to give a special thank you to Palletts of Leicester who 

supplied all the grit & minerals etc. especially Sammy Jo for her pleasant prompt & efficient 

service. May we congratulate T J Hazell on winning the Race and all the Section winners on their 

fantastic performances in which has been a difficult channel racing season we cannot remember 

another season when week after week the races have all been so difficult.  

 

Special thanks to Paul Clements the National Flying Club race advisor for not bringing the birds 

back,  and working so hard at making the best of a bad job regarding the weather conditions 

that race weekend. Finally a very big thank you to Beryl for all her support and help looking after 

the pigeons when l am working away from home especially as she has not enjoyed the best of 

health since a recent operation.” 

What a pigeon, and what a partnership for racing him to that standard and being brave enough 

to send him back after winning his award. 

 

Section K 

On to the longer fliers now who have a real marathon on their hands at this race. Topping 

Section K we have the partnership of R & J Hardy. This is a real team effort and in fact I was 

advised by Richard to ring back and speak to Joan as it was her who did most of the racing.  This 

husband and wife team fly 3 teams of birds on the roundabout system, Richard with  

Stocksbridge Fed, Joan with West York's Fed then together mid-week at the Pennine Marathon 

RPC.  The three year old cock flew Carentan and Cholet before going to Tarbes, previously 

winning the club from Cholet in 2013.  His sire is from Brian Denny of York and the dam was 

bought at a Fountainhead auction held at the club.  He was in very good condition on his return 

and has now regained the weight lost, so a big "Thank You" goes to the team that cared for the 

birds on the journey to Tarbes and what became a 3 day holdover. 



 

Mr and Mrs Hardy 

2nd Section is Nic Adshead, a fancier who is always kicking about near the top and on this 

occasion caused a few ripples by timing in a yearling at 730 miles, this hen has now been aptly 

named ‘Patience’. Having been very successful flying in the NFC with 4 section wins up to 464 

miles and countless top ten performances. Nic decided to set his stall out to win the only races 

he hadn’t yet, namely Tarbes and Saintes. To achieve his goal he realised that he needed a 

different type of pigeon so studied the results of the Dutch and German nationals and as a 

consequence he made purchases from some of the top continental fanciers, namely, Menne 

and daughters, Mark vd berg, Peter De Haan and Nico Volkens.  To these birds Nic also added 

two hens from Alwyn Hill who had already achieved fantastic results flying from Tarbes. 

 

Nic had originally set a target of competing from Tarbes in 2015 with these birds, but whilst  he 

was sat at the north east 700 mile club presentation he decided to have a go this year with the 

yearling hens.  Many, understandably, thought he was mad, but he had confidence in both the 

birds and his ability to prepare them for this great race. 

 

Patience was paired up in the middle of December; she reared a pair of young birds and was 

sent with the local club for training flights up to 200 miles. She was then sent to both NFC races 

from Carentan and Cholet.  Once she returned from Cholet she was paired up and was sitting 

eggs for 12 days when she was shipped out to Tarbes. 

   

Unfortunately the weather meant a longer than scheduled stay in the basket but Nic still held 

his faith and believed that he would get one of my yearling hens, as time past it was clear that 

this race was going to be difficult as it had rained heavily since 2:30pm, but he remained 

confident and at exactly 21:00 this belief turned into reality when Patience arrived home. Nic 

could tell that she had been through a lot of rain but other than that she was in remarkable 

condition after 6 days in the basket and having flown in excess of her measured 730 miles. 

 

Patience is bred from a direct Menne and Daughter cock which is a direct son of Black Power a 



winner of 1st national Perpignan the mother is from Alywn Hills Stuyt cock, so it is clear that she 

was bred for the job. 

 

 

Patience- 2
nd

 Section K for Nic Adshead – 730 miles as a Yearling 

 

Section L 

Taking top honours in a section that has a great reputation at the distance classic events is the 

loft of Ricky and Simon Geary. The partnership is helped greatly on a daily basis by Gordon Bath, 

a man with over 50 years experience of flying birds. It was Gordon who wanted to try a few 

birds for the 600 miles races so they sourced some Van Wanroy birds to do the job. The section 

topper is a small dark chequer cock bred from direct Ponderosa bloodlines and contains the 

lines of Zwart Jef and Magic hero. The cock was raced on widowhood and in preparation for 

Tarbes this year he was lightly raced with 2 inland races NFC Cholet then a few 20 mile tosses 

and plenty of loft work. He started to show his form in the run up to the race by flying on his 

own at exercise and this gave the lads confidence as the basketing approached. The cock has a 

good bit of experience under his belt and he scored twice from channel events last year, once 

each with the NFC and NWCC and then spent the rest of the season on the bench after returning 

hurt from Niort. The race team are hopper fed a high protein mix as the distance increases to 

build muscle and get additional hormoform to help bring about the condition of the birds. Ricky 

and Simon would like to thank Gordon for all the help he offers and all the work he undertakes, I 

should think he is due a pay rise after this performance. 



 

The R and S Geary Team- 1
st
 Section L Tarbes. 

Runner up is the partnership of Fletcher and Gobin, I could not get in contact with them on the 

telephone number I have. If they could contact me with details about the pigeon I will gladly 

include it in a later article. 

 

So, that’s the Blue Ribbon distance race done and dusted. Next up we have Saintes which is the 

last old bird race in the traditional race programme but don’t forget that this year we are 

running an old bird race in tandem with the  young bird race so some of you might be looking 

for candidates for that. 

As always, I am at weebu@hotmail.com or 01926 817796. 

Drew Callan 

NFC PO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


